[Gastric metastasis of melanoma (report of a clinical case)].
The Authors report a case of gastric metastasis from melanoma of the skin, occurring 6 years after removal of the primary neoplasm. The metastasis, which was characterized by conspicuous alimentary tract haemorrhage, called for emergency surgery consisting in a total gastrectomy with oesophago-jejunal anastomosis according to Roux. The Authors then go on to review the literature on the subject, stressing the frequency of gastrointestinal metastases in skin melanomas with an incidence affecting up to 60% of cases in autopsy series. After examining the main clinical aspects, endoscopic appearances and r-ray findings, the Authors deal at some length with prognosis, pointing out that isolated metastases may constitute a surgical indication in view of the cases of fairly good long-term survival reported in the literature.